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 Laboratory procedures for framework fabrication 
waxing and casting 

 
Knowledge of the laboratory phase of RPD framework construction 
is essential for the clinician. It is the clinician that assumes total 
responsibility for the design and quality of all aspects of the 
prosthesis fabrication. The laboratory technician, to adequately 
perform their requested tasks, will require a properly prepared and 
articulated master cast, a diagnostic cast with a specific design 
drawn on it and a work authorization covering all aspects of the 
desired RPD framework.  
The first step in framework construction is the transfer of the 
design to the master cast by the dental technician. The tripoded 
master cast is placed on the surveyor and the height of contour 
marked according to the pre-selected path of insertion and 
removal. The technician then carefully transfers the design on the 
diagnostic cast to the master cast. 
On maxillary frameworks, the dentist outlines the maxillary major 
connector with a #6 bur or a carver. This results in a bead line on 
the finished casting that will ensure contact against the palatal 
tissues and reduces the packing of food under the major 
connector. The bead line stops 3 - 4 mm from the gingival margins. 
No beading is done on the mandibular arch. 
The elimination of undesirable undercuts on the master cast with 
wax is referred to a s blockout. This will help insure the finished 
casting will go to place with minimal engagement of these 
undercuts. Certain areas under the RPD framework are 
deliberately relieved, using various thickness of wax sheets. Relief 
is usually associated with the denture base and mandibular major 
connectors. 
Blockout is classified as paralleled, shaped or arbitrary. Parallel 
blockout used in proximal surfaces,  and lingual surfaces where 
reciprocation by plate, shaped blockout used wherever clasp arm 
is used facially and lingually, arbitrary blockout used to blockout 
undercuts out the design to protect the mold from distortion when 
lifting the master cast from duplicating material. 
Relief done on the saddle, beneath the lingual bar and bar clasp, 
on any bony projection and torous.   
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                Fig: Relief                                                   Fig: Shaped blockout 
 
 
When the technician has completed the blockout and relief, the 
master cast is then duplicated, usually using reversible 
hydrocolloid in a duplicating flask. 
  

          
 
The reversible hydrocolloid impression is poured in refractory 
material, either gypsum, phosphate or silicate bonded, depending 
on the metal used in the casting, and allowed to set. The 
technician then has a duplicate of the master blocked out cast, in a 
investment material on which the RPD framework will be directly 
waxed. 
 

 
 
Before waxing, the refractory cast is dried and dipped into hot 
beeswax to insure a smooth, dense surface. Also, the design must 
once again be transferred to the refractory cast so that the 
technician can accurately place the component parts of the 
framework. 
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Most components of an RPD framework are manufactured, 
flexible, plastic patterns that are modified by the technician to fit 
the existing requirements. The plastic patterns are placed onto the 
refractory cast with adhesive so they will not lift off. Some freehand 
waxing must be done to connect all the components together into a 
rigid, smooth pattern. 
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The waxed framework is sprued directly on the refractory cast and 
invested with refractory material in a casting ring. The wax pattern 
is not removed from the cast. 
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 After the investment sets, the ring is placed in a burnout oven for a 
prescribed time and temperature. Casting and burnout procedures 
differ, depending on the type of metal being used. The Chromium-
cobalt and Nicle-chromium alloys usually require a high heat 
burnout and usually induction casting (2500  ْ  ْ  ْ F), as compared to 
torch casting. When the casting is complete, the mold is removed 
from the machine and allowed to cool according to the 
manufacturer's direction. The casting is removed from the 
investing material and cleaned with a sand blaster. 
 

     
 
The sprue removal and finishing is done with high-speed lathe, 
large abrasive discs, polishing compounds and wheels. The final 
finishing procedures are similar to those used for gold alloy but the 
Chromium-cobalt and Nicle-chromium alloys is much harder. The 
major difference is that the Chromium-cobalt and Nicle-chromium 
alloys is also electropolished, in addition to the usual mechanical 
lathe polishing, to produce a smooth surface. This is necessary 
due to the hardness of the metal and complexity of the design for 
hand polishing. The unfinished RPD framework should not be tried 
on the master cast, as it will abrade the surface of the gypsum. 
Many laboratory technicians used a duplicate master cast for fitting 
the framework, and only place the framework on the original 
master cast when the framework is completely finished and 
polished. This is an excellent practice to follow. 
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The framework should be returned from the laboratory on an 
unabraded, unbroken master cast, clean and properly fabricated 
and polished. There should be no rocking of the framework on the 
master cast and all of the rests should be seated accurately  with 
the rest seat preparations and the clasp arms contacting the 
desired locations of the abutment teeth. The design should be 
exactly as you have drawn it on the diagnostic cast and on the 
laboratory work authorization. 
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The waxing up of a cobalt chromium pattern is only one stage in its construction. Below is a 
brief, illustrative outline of the different stages in the fabrication of a cast metal framework. 
You can see below how the wax-up stage fits in to the overall procedure of metal framework 
construction. 

 

1. Surveyed master cast. 2. Investment cast. 

  

3. Wax pattern. 4. Sprued ready for investing. 
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5. Sectional view of invested wax pattern. 6. Casting with ingots. 

Cobalt Chromium Wax-up  Top  

 
 
 

Waxing of metallic removable partial denture: 

Materials needed  for waxing: sheet casting wax, a variety of 
profile waxes, pencil, Ash 5. 

Start by using a pencil, draw the outline of the framework on to the 
cast to ensure no components are omitted prior to spruing and 
casting. Failure to include every item may result in a new casting 
being made. 

 

1. Pencil outline onto cast. 

  

http://www.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/bblt/tutorials/ps/page3.htm#top
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To avoid the wax pattern "dipping" in to the dams and causing a 
discrepancy in contour, the post and ante dams are filled in to 
restore the original palatal contour. A little molten casting wax is 
applied into the dams and when cool, carefully shaved back to the 
refractory cast profile. 

 

2. Post dam filled with wax. 

  

Laying Sheet Wax 

A piece of 0.4mm sheet casting wax is lightly warmed and laid it 
down over at least half the palate. (This wax is textured or stippled 
on one side to simulate the texture of the soft tissues of the mouth. 
The stippled side is always laid uppermost). The wax must not be 
unduly stretched, which will result in thinning leading to a possible 
miscast and loss of surface detail, while at the same time pressed 
firmly but gently to ensure it contacts all of the refractory cast. 

  

3. Lay sheet wax over cast. 4. Section to avoid stretching when adapting. 
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Failure to properly adapt the wax sheet may result in the chrome 
plate having an unacceptable thickness where air was trapped 
between the wax and the cast. The wax thickness of 0.5mm 
provides sufficient strength to the finished casting to resist flexing 
whilst remaining unobtrusive in situ. Excess wax is removed by 
cutting just outside the dams. 

 

5. Sheet cut to shape. 

  

A second piece of wax is placed into the palate to overlap the first. 
This is adapted in the same way and trimmed to abut precisely 
with the first piece of wax. The two halves are melted together 
using an Ash 5, minimizing wax disturbance.  

  

6. Adapt second half. 7. Seal with molten wax. 
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Finally the junction is smoothed to achieve a finish similar to the 
surrounding stippled surface of the wax. Excess wax is trimmed 
away from around the design. 

 

8. Smooth the join with an Ash 5. 

 Retention Wax 

Retention profile wax in the form of mesh or loops, provides the 
mechanical retention which holds the acrylic resin on to the metal 
framework. Without suitable retention the acrylic quickly becomes 
detached from the casting, requiring a new framework to be made. 
The retention wax is placed onto the saddle areas, extending just 
over the crest of the ridge and abutting with the palatal sheet wax. 

  

9. Position grid retention over saddle. 10. Trim retention to crest of ridge. 

Extending the retention too far towards the sulcus can have 
consequences when trying to position artificial teeth later. 
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Additionally, this part of the casting can be quite visible through the 
translucent acrylic, leading to aesthetic problems. 

Finishing Line 

A finishing line profile wax is placed along each edentulous span 
just below where the palatal gingivae. This is smoothed in carefully 
to provide a neat junction with the wax baseplate. Each end is 
curved in to blend with the sheet wax on the soft tissue contour. 

  

11. Finishing line profile wax in position. 12. Smoothed into the sheet wax. 

  

Conventional Clasps 

The clasp profile waxes are applied to the teeth. These must be 
placed terminal end first against the guide constructed on the 
master cast at the surveying stage. Clasp tips must always point 
up and away from the soft tissue thus avoiding the possibility of 
needle stick injury.  
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13. Ledge location for terminal third. 14. Application of retentive clasp. 

  

Remember that it is only the terminal third that engages the 
undercut, the remaining two thirds must be positioned either on or 
above the survey line. The clasps are gently pressed in to place 
and wrapped around to finish at the occlusal rest area. 

  

15. Correct position of retentive clasp. 16. Reciprocal clasp in position. 

  

 

Occlusal  rests 

The occlusal/cingulum rests are created with molten wax and 
carved with an Ash 5. They should conform precisely to the 
extension of the rest seats and be slightly dished out occlusally. 
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The occlusal rests are joined to the baseplate and clasps with 
molten wax.  

  

17. Molten wax used to form an occlusal 
rest. 

18. Smoothed and trimmed to correct 
extension. 

 This wax is tailored to be unobtrusive yet of a suitable thickness to 
provide adequate strength to resist distortion when cast. 

 

19. Clasp unit connected to saddle area. 

RPI Clasping Unit 

The RPI clasping unit (mesial rest, distal plate and gingivally 
approaching I bar clasp) is fabricated using these same principles, 
only here the clasp is of the gingivally approaching type. It is 
important the arm is not placed too low in the sulcus as tissue 
irritation may occur.  
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20. Gingivally approaching clasp. 21. Distal plate joined to the saddle area. 

 The occlusal Rest is joined to the baseplate via a minor connector 
and this must also be of a suitable thickness to provide adequate 
strength and rigidity. 

     

22. Occlusal rest linked by a minor connector. 

The finished wax-up showing all the components in position and 
ready for spruing and casting. 

 

23-Finished waxing 
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